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Why Quantitative Research 
Methods as a Course in the 
Doctoral Program?

 Many concepts/constructs in empirical research 
are hypothesized (assumed) to be quantitative

 Use of  quantitative methods in doctoral 
research project

 Quantitative methods as part of the curriculum
 Interpreting quantitative research
 Familiarisation with “quantitative thinking”



Quantitative Science as a 
Success Story

 Roman Catholic doctrine:
 Earth at the centre of the universe

 Echoed Greek geographer Ptolemy (~100 to ~>160) 

 Even though Aristarchus of Samos (~310 BC to ~230 BC) 
proposed that the Earth orbits the Sun (Heliocentric theory)

 But no empirical evidence was available

 Heliocentric theory only revived in the 16th century by 
Nicolaus Copernicus (1473-1543)
 New empirical evidence: Mathematics & 

Observations confirmed heliocentric theory

 And yet did Copernicus dare to publish his results only 
in 1543 - the year of his death  
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Quantitative Science as a 
Success Story (cont.)

 Galileo Galilei (1564-1642; born 21 years after Copernicus’ death) 
collected further evidence for the heliocentric theory
 Use of mathematics in physics ( measurement)

 Experiment as a way to put questions to nature

 Withdrew due to massive resistance from the Roman 
Catholic Church (think of different paradigms!)

 Copernican turn as a gradual process
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Thomas Kuhn



Mathematics and Empirical 
Evidence

 Galileo Galilei’s experiment to test the speed of fall (generally supposed to 
depend on mass of objects)

 Ideal theoretical model versus imperfect empirical experiment

 The inclined plane is not a perfect plane, the cannon balls are no perfect balls

 "Both Galileo and his opponents saw the same 'fact.' But they interpreted the 
same fact differently and made the same happening visible to themselves in 
different ways. Indeed, what appeared for them as the essential fact and truth 
was something different.“
Heidegger, M. (1967). What is a thing? (W. B. Barton, Jr. & V. Deutsch, Trans.). South Bend, Indiana: 
Regnery/Gateway, p.90.

 http://www.scielo.org.mx/pdf/trf/n56/0188-6649-trf-56-167.pdf
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All is Quantitative
Is it?

“The world is built upon 
the power of numbers.”

*
“All is number.”

Pythagoras

Explaining the world using 
mathematics.

Mathematics: “that which is learned”
(from manthanein "to learn“)
Mathematics tells us lessons.
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Quantitative Science:
Can Social Sciences Follow the 
Lead?

 Quantitative approach to science proved enormously 
successful in the natural sciences

 Role model for the social sciences
(marketing, management, health, psychology, 
education, etc.)
 Quantitative imperative:

Social sciences have to be quantitative to be of any use, to 
be accepted as science

 Measurement crucial
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Quantitative Science:
Can Social Sciences Follow the 
Lead?
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John Cleese on Creativity In Management (1991)
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Pb5oIIPO62g



A Short Story

A little girl named Mary goes to the beach 
with her mother and brother. They drive 
there in a red car. At the beach they 
swim, eat some ice cream, play in the 
sand, and have sandwiches for lunch.
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* Steven D. Levitt and Stephen J. Dubner: Think like a freak, 2014.



A Short Quiz

(1) What colour was the car?
red

(2) Did they have fish and chips for lunch?
no, sandwiches

(3) Did they listen to music in the car?
maybe, we don’t know

(4) Did they drink lemonade with lunch?
maybe, we don’t know
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A Bluff

 This little quiz was administered to British schoolchildren 
between the ages of 5 and 9 by academic researchers. 
Nearly all of the children answered the first two questions 
correctly (red and no, respectively) as it was merely a matter 
of retaining those details of the story. 

 However, an overwhelming majority of the children who 
participated did not get the last two questions right.

 Seventy-six percent (76%) of the children quizzed answered 
the last two questions in the same way many business 
leaders and politicians approach issues and problems: they 
bluffed through them.

 The last two questions are unanswerable. One may have an 
opinion on these issues, but one cannot know.
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https://ivn.us/2014/07/21/3-words-improve-talk-issues-dont-know



Cause and Effect
we know

 Large multinational retailer*
 Spends millions of $ on advertising 

in the US
 TV commercials

 Print circulars in Sunday newspapers

 Effectiveness? 
TV four times more effective than print ads
 Evidence ?

 Association between TV ads and product sales: mighty 
sales spike whenever the TV commercial ran

 When are TV ads aired?

 Very expensive

 Only Black Friday, Christmas, Father’s  day
* Steven D. Levitt and Stephen J. Dubner: Think like a freak, 2014.
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Cause and Effect

 But on these dates, the retailer might have sold 
the same without any TV commercials at all

 Reversed causality?
 TV ads are aired because of the sales spikes

 Print ads
 Inexpensive; newspaper inserts every single Sunday 

for the past 20 years in 250 markets across the US
 In other words: no variation of the presumed cause …

 What could we do?
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Cause and Effect

 A possible experiment
 Select 40 major markets
 Divide at random into two groups
 In one group newspaper ads every Sunday for three 

months
 In the other group go totally dark for three months
 Compare outcome

 Doable?
 CEO would kill us …
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Cause and Effect

 Pittsburgh
 Young employee once forgot to book the Sunday ads 

for the entire summer
 Company has never looked at the effect
 In fact, there was none
 The only available empirical evidence suggests the ads 

are not (terribly) effective

 And yet the company keeps on running the newspaper 
ads and does not deem an experiment necessary
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Why Shy Away from 
Experiments/Evidence?

 Tradition
 We always have been doing it this way

 Lack of expertise (Hanlon's razor)

 Cost of obtaining evidence
 We know the answer

 Status as expert, decider

 Reluctance to say “I don’t know”

 And: Confirm preconceptions rather than 
trying to disprove them
 Confirmation bias

 What we see AND how we see things
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Politicians

Experts



Overcoming the “I don‘t know”

 Observational studies can be very misleading
 Experiments are the most informative way to 

learn something about cause-effect 
relationships
 Treatment and control group
 Randomized trial reduces complexity

 Multi-centre-studies (more than one place)
 Limitations

 Some variables cannot be manipulated
 Practical, ethical limitations

 Look for “natural experiment” (-> Pittsburgh)
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A continuum
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minimal limitations

some limitations

fatal limitations



Ethics

 The way we treat study subjects (consumers, 
patients, ...)
 Ethical conduct of studies
 Doing no harm to study 

participants/animate beings
 Who benefits from the study?
 Problem of denying 

the treatment ( cross-over design)
 Anonymity, privacy, data protection
 IRB-Review (institutional review board ethically 

approves study)
 Pre-registration of study
 Informed consent
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Stop a study early, if 
results look promising …

But wait a minute!
Simmons, J. P., Nelson, L. D., & Simonsohn, U. (2011). 
False-positive psychology: Undisclosed flexibility in data 
collection and analysis allows presenting anything as 
significant. Psychological science, 22(11), 1359-1366.



Ethics

 The way we conduct science
 Science is a collective enterprise

 Thomas Kuhn’s scientific paradigms

 Ludwik Fleck’s thinking styles, collective thinking  
(“Denkstile”; “Denkkollektiv”)

 Incentive scheme is highly individualised
 Number of publications, citations, etc.

 Vested interest in research results
 Corporations, politics, ...

 Demands from the public
 Answers: quick, univocal, definitive
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Ethics: Transparency is Key

24 https://twitter.com/Ayjchan/status/1444107524958048258
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van Helden, J., Butler, C. D., Achaz, 
G., Canard, B., Casane, D., 
Claverie, J. M., ... & Halloy, J. 
(2021). An appeal for an objective, 
open, and transparent scientific 
debate about the origin of SARS-
CoV-2. The Lancet, 398(10309), 
1402-1404.

https://economictimes.indiatimes.com/news/science/covid-origins-probe-the-lancet-does-u-turn-over-lab-leak-theory/articleshow/86357438.cms?from=mdr



Ethics – A Continuum
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How 
science 
ought to 
be (ideal)

How 
science 

must not  
be 

(totally 
flawed)

evidence-based
neutral, objective,
Pre-registration of 
study protocol and 
analysis plan,
replications, meta-analyses, 
preliminary insight

7 CEOs tobacco industry

Diederik Stapel, former Prof. of Social Psychology

Ethics: treating of subjects

2011

1994



Ethics – A Continuum
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Ethics – A Continuum
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How 
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be 
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in advance publishing of 
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7 CEOs tobacco industry

Diederik Stapel, former Prof. of Social Psychology

Everything went according to plan ...



Stapel‘s retracted papers
More bad news …

 Fernández, L. M., & Vadillo, M. A. (2020). Retracted papers die hard: 
Diederik Stapel and the enduring influence of flawed science.
PsyArXiv. https://doi.org/10.31234/osf.io/cszpy

 Fraudulent research: Diederik Stapel still often cited
Ron Vaessen, 8 December 2022
https://universonline.nl/nieuws/2022/12/08/fraudulent-research-
diederik-stapel-still-often-cited/



… and more fabricated data?

 The Hartford, an insurance company that collaborated with Ariely on one implicated study, 
told NPR this week in a statement that it could confirm that the data it had provided for 
that study had been altered after they gave it to Ariely, but prior to the research's 
publication: "It is clear the data was manipulated inappropriately and supplemented by 
synthesized or fabricated data." (emphasis added)

 Ariely denies that he was responsible for the falsified data. "Getting the data file was the 
extent of my involvement with the data," he told NPR.
https://www.npr.org/2023/07/27/1190568472/dan-ariely-francesca-gino-harvard-dishonesty-fabricated-
data

 https://www.nytimes.com/2023/09/30/business/the-harvard-professor-and-the-bloggers.html
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Interview with Diederik Stapel (in German):
https://www.deutschlandfunk.de/ergebnisse-um-jeden-preis-wenn-
forscher-betruegen-100.html



Learning Outcomes

 Familiarize with the milestones of quantitative 
empirical research, comprehend quantitative studies
and their results, critically evaluate and challenge 
their scientific underpinning, design own 
quantitative empirical projects. 

Philosophical
foundation

Study design:
sampling Measurement Experimental 

design Data analysis



Quantitative Studies
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Text Book by Trochim & Donelly: 
The Research Methods Knowledge Base
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Text Book by Trochim & Donelly: 
The Research Methods Knowledge Base

 William M.K.Trochim / James P.Donelly (“Trochim”): 
The Research methods Knowledge Base (3rd edition) Atomic Dog.
Available for free at URL: http://www.socialresearchmethods.net/kb/

 Topics for the units (online version): 
http://www.socialresearchmethods.net/kb/contents.php

This version may be used to download figures (copy and paste into your own 
presentation) or clarify some formulae that lack subscripts or superscripts in 
the pdf version (see below).

 You may download a pdf version of the chapters from (link is also on 
the HTML page of the course):
http://statmath.wu.ac.at/~salzberger/quantmeth/pdfdownloaddirectory/

Please download pdf files from there. All files may only be used for educational 
purposes during this course.
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Engaged critical model of teaching 
as opposed to
Transmission model

45
Learning pyramide developed by NTL Institute for Applied Behavioral Science, 
300 N. Lee Street, Suite 300, Alexandria, VA 22314. 1-800-777-5227.



Topics 1 & 2
(Book chapters 1 & 2)

[1] Theoretical Foundations

 Language of research, concept of validity

 Ethical issues and principles in research

[2] Sampling

 Generalizability of findings, external validity

 Probability and nonprobability sampling 

 In general, statistical analyses will not make up for flawed 
sampling. 

46

to be presented on March 20



Topics 3 to 5
(Book chapters 3 to 5)

[3] Measurement

 Quantitative research typically involves measurement. 

 Challenge of measuring unobservable (so-called latent) 
variables

 Levels of measurement in the social sciences (according to S.S. 
Stevens’ notion of measurement)

 Quality criteria of measurement (reliability and validity)

[5] Scaling and Index Construction

 Selected methods of scaling and index construction

 Thurstone scaling

 Likert scaling (additional literature by Likert)

 Guttman scaling
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to be presented on April 10

to be presented on April 17



Topics 3 to 5 cont.
(Book chapters 3 to 5)

[4] Survey Research

 Very widely used method of data collection in the social 
sciences

 Principles of good survey research

 Types of surveys, how to select a survey method, how to 
construct a survey, what kind of questions are appropriate, how 
should they be phrased, how should a response scale look like, 
what are the pros and cons of survey research
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to be presented on April 17



Topic 6
(Book chapters 7)

[6] Design

 Internal validity

 Fundamentals of establishing cause and effect

 Threats in single or multiple group designs
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to be presented on May 15



Topics 7 & 8
(Book chapters 9 & 10)

[7] Experimental Design

 Investigate causal claims

 Two-group experimental designs

 Probabilistic equivalence and random selection and assignment

 Factorial designs, randomized block designs, covariance designs 
and hybrid experimental designs 

[8] Quasi-experimental Design

 Quasi-experimental designs as an alternative

 Nonequivalent groups design, regression-discontinuity design 
and other quasi-experimental designs
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to be presented on May 15



Topics 9 & 10
(Book chapters 12 & 14-308)

[9 & 10] Analysis

 Data preparation, data description

 Elementary statistics (e.g., correlation coefficients)

 Fundamental inferential statistics (e.g., t-test)

 Concept of dummy variables.

 Conclusion validity, threats to conclusion validity and ways to 
improve it 

 Note: Topic 10 (chapter 14): up to p.308 only
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to be presented on May 29



How We Deal with these 
Topics

 Preparation and presentation of the topics by the course 
participants
 Text book as the basis

 Add at least one additional literature source (can also be something from 
the internet)

 Challenge Trochim whenever you disagree

 Presenter(s)
 Aim is to provide an introduction into the topic, stimulate a discussion

 Expose issues that are unclear to you

 Try to involve the audience; e.g. by presenting a task, a game, etc., 
something entertaining, stimulating

 Audience
 A successful unit needs good presenter(s) and active audience

 Be prepared and participate in the discussion
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How to Approach the 
Topics/Presentations

 Setting the stage
 What are we dealing with? What is <quant research/sampling/

measurement/etc.>)

 Why is the topic important?

 What do we want to achieve?

 How can we achieve it?

 Problems, caveats, limitations in practice, etc.

 ...

 Include your own thoughts and considerations!
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Guidelines

 Technicalities
 Number of slides typically in the order of 30-40 slides 

(depends heavily on topic, presentation style, etc.)

 Send presentation (preferably Powerpoint, pdf) to 
Thomas.Salzberger@wu.ac.at no later than the day before the 
presentation

 If possible, bring a handout (=printout of slides) for participants 
(different arrangement if needed)
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Grading

 Attendance and active participation is required and expected
 Presentation

 Up to 20 credits per presentation (presenters do not need to take the quiz 
for that chapter, 8 points will be credited automatically)

 Tests (quizzes):
 10 quizzes (one per topic), mostly multiple choice format at the beginning of 

the next class (prior to online sessions, dedicated time period)

 8 credits per quiz, thus 10x8=80 credits

 Missed quizzes can be done in the final unit or by alternative arrangement

 Up to 2 quizzes can be cancelled and re-done in the final unit (upgrade)
 Alternative arrangement for the last two quizzes on analysis I and II

 Grading schemes:
 Different schemes depending on the number of presentations as max points 

vary; doing more presentations is rewarded
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Assigning the Topics

Presentation topics

[1] Theoretical Foundations

[2] Sampling

[3] Measurement

[3E] Applied Measurement

[5] Scaling and Index Construction

[4] Survey Research

[6] Design

[7] Experimental Design

[8] Quasi-experimental Design

[9] Analysis I

[10] Analysis II

Final exams, wrap-up
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March 20

April 10

April 17

May 15

May 29

June 5 / 26
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